CMS

| 1/σ dσ/d|y(t\bar{t})| |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 300<M(t\bar{t})<400GeV N_{jet}=0 | 400<M(t\bar{t})<500GeV N_{jet}=0 | 500<M(t\bar{t})<1500GeV N_{jet}=0 | 300<M(t\bar{t})<400GeV N_{jet}>0 | 400<M(t\bar{t})<500GeV N_{jet}>0 | 500<M(t\bar{t})<1500GeV N_{jet}>0 |

| Data, dof=23 | POW+PYT, \chi^2=34 | POW+HER, \chi^2=31 | MG5+PYT, \chi^2=34 | POW+PYT unc. |
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